Supercompilers perform complex program transformations which often result in new loop bounds. This paper
shows that, under the usual assumptions in automatic parallelization, most transformations on loop nests can be expressed as affine transformations on integer sets defined by polyhedra and that the new loop bounds can be computed with algorithms using Fourier's pairwise elimination method although it is not exact for integer sets. Sufficient conditions to use pairivise elimination on integer sets and to extend it to pseudo-linear constraints are also given. A tradeoff has to be made between dynamic overhead due to some bound slackness and compilation complexity but the resulting code is always correct. These algorithms can be used to interchange or block loops regardless of the loop bounds or the blocking strategy and to safely exchange array parts between two levela of a memory hierarchy or between neighboring processors in a distributed memory machine. with when appropriate. It is shown that a limited number of simple algorithms, easy to prove, based on linear algebra theory, can be used to solve in a unified way many loop bound generation problems, for different kinds of loop nest transformations.
Int reduction
The goal is not to provide algorithms finely tuned for a specific transformation in a specific case but to present powerful but simple tools which can be used to experiment complicated transformations quickly.
Dependence theory and program transformations are now covered by an extensive bibliography and are quite well-known in the parallel programming community. It was not deemed necessary to recall the basics (see [22] or [2] or [32] for instance).
Three different code generation problems are introduced by examples and then formalized in section 1. The first problem is to enumerate with DO loops the tiles generated by a tiling transformation.
The second one is to enumerate, using DO loops again, the iterations contained in one tile, or more generally in any iteration set, in any given order such as defined by a loop interchange. The third one is to precisely enumerate the array elements accessed within a nest of loop so as to maintain the memory consistency and to copy them efficiently between two level of a memory hierarchy or between neighboring nodes of a distributed memory machine. As a side effect, a generalized version of supernode partitioning [15] is introduced to encompass in a unique framework all tiling transformations from strip-mining to combinations of loop skewing, interchanging and jamming.
Then, in section 3, an algorithm based on Fourier's pair-wise elimination is described to compute loop bounds for scanning any polyhedron defined by a system of linear inequalities, such as those obtain after a loop nest linear rescheduling. This algorithm is used again in section 4 to obtain an approximate tile enumeration set of loops but care is taken at the tile level to enu1It is not clear how these transformations should be called. Such a tiling is shown in figure 3 As mentioned above, tile origins belong to a lattice dw fined by two generator vectors. Many equivalent choices are possible for these vectors and the following pair is chosen to explain how the set of non-empty tiles is derived:
The origin of the lattice is (arbitrarily) chosen at point
(1, 1) to simplify the calculations (see figure 3 ). Let's call tl and t2 the coordinates of the tle origins in theti own space, where each integer point can be mapped oneto-one with a tile. These tile coordinates are linked to the iteration coordinates (io, jo) by the following equations:
Theses equations can be used in conjunction with a simple system B which is derived from the loop bounds of program 1 and which defines the iteration set:
and with a second system which defines the set of integer points belonging to a tile of a given origin (io, jo) (see system 1 and figuxe 4):
O~i-io+j-jO<5
O~i-io~5 to characterize the set of non-empty tiles, tiles (tl, t2) which contains at lesst one iteration (i, j). The tile origin coordinates (&, jo) are eliminated from the system:
To generate efficient loop bounds for tl and t2,i.e.
to scan the non-empty tiles, variable i and j must be eliminated.
In other words, a four dimensional polyhe dron over (i, j, tl, tz) must be projected on the subspace (t~,tz).
The resulting set of tiles is displayed in figure 7 [5] are based on more complex change of basea.
These transformations must map integer points onto integer points on a on-to-one basis to preserve the iteration set and the program semantics.
The change of bssis matrix U must be unimodular aa is explained by
Baner.jee for combination of loop interchanges [6] , and more generally for global code generation for nested loops [16] and loop reordering [12] [13]. The same criterion is also used to define more general linear loop transformations [28] .
For instance, it might be decided to execute iterations of program 1 on a front by front basis, where iterations belonging to the same front are executed in parallel.
This transformation is neither always legal nor desirable, but this is not the point here.
Fronts are shown on one tile in figure 3 by lines at 45°. This new execution ordering can be generated by replacing the initial basis. The new one should have a first basis vector linking a front to the next one and a second bssis vector linking an iteration to a neighboring one that can be executed in parallel.
The following pair of vectors U1 and the resulting change of coordinates meet these conditions:
and define a new local iteration set for a tile, shown in figure 8, whose constraints are:
Since 11 is bounded it is easy to derive new loop bounds -1, +.
..9.
I. .*.. and define a new local iteration set for a tile, whose constraints are:
These constraints cannot be dhecly used to generate loop bounds because they all use 11 and 12 whereas the bounds of the external loop should only refer 11.
Such unsuitable constraints are sometimes due to the partitioning.
Let's assume the best partitioning for program 1 were a square partitioning, where squares are defined by diagonals and anti-diagonals.
Each constraint would contain either i -j or i + j and it would not be possible to use them as loop bounds, even if the initial iteration ordering was preserved within each tile.
Thus there is a need for an algorithm taking as input a polyhedron defined by a system of inequalities and an ordered set of variables, and giving as output the same polyhedron defined by a new system of inequalities such that each variable is bounded by a rnin and a max expressions which only contain variables of higher rank in the ordering.
There are no constraints on non ordered variables.
They are used symbolically as part of the constant term. Such a system can be used to directly derive loop bounds.
The input polyhedron can result either of a tiling transformation and be the shape of tile S or of a change in the execution ordering and be the product BU of the initial iteration domain B by a change of basis matrix U or of a combination of both and be SU.
Array Elements
Accessed Within a
Tile
Program 1 was tiled as shown in figure  3 to execute on a multiprocessor machine. Diferent kinds of multiprocessors exist but whether the machine has a shared global memory and fast local memories or it is a distributed memory machine, there is a need to define which array elements are necessary to execute one tile and where they can be found.
As a first example, figure 9 shows which elements of array A should be available in the local memory of a processor before it can execute one hexagonal tile. Note that this set is non-convex. Four elements are missing in the bottom-left and top-right corners.
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. . . . q *9* Figure 9 : Non-convex array access pattern
As a second example, consider the following contrived code as defined by Jalby & al. in [10] and the resulting accessed set shown in figure 10 . Only a small subset of accessed elements is displayed to show clearly the non-convexity.
Since linear loop bounds define convex iteration sets, these array subsets cannot be easily enumerated with DO loops. For distributed memory machine, a pseudo-linear mapping function can also be given as input to restrict the elements accessed by the output loop and reference to those available on a given processor.
Loop Bound Generation Issues
A few points should be outlined before we proceed. First of all, the bounds of a loop nest define special constraints:
each loop index can only appear in inner loop bounds and, as a result, the corresponding constraint matrices are row-echelon.
Thus most systems of linear inequalities cannot be directly used to generate loop bounds.
Second, the projection, or more generally the affine image, of a polyhedron is not a polyhedron ss is shown by figure 10. Since linear loop bounds generate convex sets, they cannot be used to enumerate such sets but they can be used to enumerate a superset. informally. System S' always defines the same set of integer points. It is initialized as S and is then augmented by the projections of S on smaller and smaller subspacea. The last projection provides constant bounds for the outermost loop, and the next to the last provides bounds using ody the outermost index for the second loop, and so on. Fourier-Motzkin pair-wise projection algorithm is used and useless points can be added at any time. However the initial system S is included in S' and useless iterations generated by the outer loops result in empty ranges for the inner loops.
In general, the total number of constraints in S' after this first phase is huge. To show correctness is to prove equality (3). Right to left inclusion is obvious because the iteration set conditions are used in each tle and because row-echelon does not perform any projection. Left to right inclusion is due to the proper inclusion for fowiev: there may be too many tiles in Bs but each iteration ;= B has a tile in Bs.
Two kinds of optimization can be performed to decrease the cent rol overhead due to BS. First, inequalities redundant with respect to BT can be eliminated. In the most favorable case, it means that the iteration set bounds B are not used at all. Second, a set of tests can also be computed to distinguish between full tiles whose integer points must all be computed (once again, B can be ignored) and partial tiles which intersect one of the iteration set boundaries. Note that the system B > is likely to be much more intricate than a system directly derived from usual linear loop bounds (see for instance figure 7) and that algorithm row-echelon must cope with it. Note also that system BS is likely to be complicated and that some kind of loop reordering might have to be applied to exploit, for instance, a multiprocessor with vector units. Once again, algorithm designed to only deal with so-called real programs are likely to fd when their input code has been automatically generated. Affine Image
The key idea is to build a large polyhedra in the product of the domain and image spaces and to eliminate variables from the domain space in the constraints without introducing new image elements. First the application equations can be solved using Hermite or Smith Normal form. Then inequalities have to be dealt with.
Legal Integer Pairwise Elimination
Great care must be taken not to modify the affine image integer point set when one variable from the domain polyhedra is eliminated.
To preserve these image points, integer divisions must be introduced. The pseudo-linear system Slk does not necessarily define a polyhedron since integer divisions may introduce holes into a convex polyhedron. Therefore, this elimination operation is not an internal operation. Thus, we introduce sufficient conditions to eliminate variable by simple pair-wise elimination without modiffing the projection.
They will be used to eliminate as many variables as possible while preserving the projection and the system linearity. These conditions are given in the next two theorems. . This theorem is illustrated by the following figure: 3 t~t is~~v~at,
of having a coet%cient of 1 for the~able is to eliminate 4 we use the redundancy criteria described in [7] (cl) The remaining useless variables are eliminated out of S by combining pairs of constraints and by introducing integer divisions, if the variable does not appear in a constraint of superior rank. The final system may still contain some useless variables, because we did not manage to prove otherwise. Occurrences of these variables in the constraints express, like integer divisions, the non convexity of a polyhedron affine image.
However, this never happened in any tested case.
5.4
Generation of the Nested Loops
Let SI be the set of constraints computed by the previous algorithm for the image polyhedra.
Let SI1 be its linear subset, and S12 = SI -S1l its pseudo-linear subset.
To generate the nested loops defining the image polyhedra, the algorithm rowechelon described in section3 is applied to the S1l, Inequalities of S12 are added as loops bounds or used in a guard if the variable of higher rank in the inequality appears in both inequality sides.
Examples
Let To compute the set of elements used in the execution of one tile, represented in figure 9 , the previous transformation is used before applying the preceding algorithms.
The nested loops generated from the computed image polyhedra is:
J= MAX(k-2, n+k+l-I,k-n -7 +1) , MIN(7+k,n+k+10-1) (IDIV(I-n-2*J+2 *k-6 ,2) <= IDIV(7-I+n,2) IDIV(-I+n+2*J-2 *k-11,2) <= IDIV(2-n+I,2))
. Set origins are all in one tile and each set is defined by a lattice. This is dual to the tiling problem studied here, since the outer loops are used to scan one tile while the inner loops are used to scan the intersection of a lattice and of an iteration set.
The correctness of these algorithms is easy to prove because they are bssed on well-known linear algebra concepts.
A tradeoff between accuracy in redundance checking and complexity is possible, but correctness is always preserved. Worst case complexity is clearly exponential in the space dimensions and constraint number but it is not too much of an issue; the number of loop nests increases linearly with the program size, and not like its square as for dependence testing.
Also an exponentird worst case complexity may produce a polynomial average complexity as is observed in linear programming for the simplex algorithm.
If 
